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CAPITAL MARKET REVIEW
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US Bonds and Stocks
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Stocks have been the place to be as interest rates have started to rise with 
the promise of more to come.

Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



Non-US Stocks: USDE
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EM

Outside of the US, only Emerging Markets have provided double digit returns.

Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



Non-US Stocks: Local Currency
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EM

US dollar strength has told a different story particularly for Sterling based assets 
and underlines the benefit from hedging currencies.

Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



Stock Selection Better
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EM

Even after strong recent performance, we do not consider EM to be as attractive as other
alternatives on a risk/return basis even though we like certain sectors and countries. For
an allocation of 2-3%, we think better alternatives are elsewhere.

Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



Currencies 2016 and YTD
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EM

The USD’s strong performance in 2016 has been muted so far in 2017 with recovery
in the commodity currencies (AU$, Real, CD$) and Mexico whilst Sterling’s post-
Brexit volatility appears to have slowed pending the final vote to leave the EU.

Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



TAIL WINDS FOR TRUMP
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Strong US Economy +

Unemployment at 4.8% in 
January 2017

Steady, if unspectacular, GDP 
growth; +1.9% Q4 2016

US Manufacturing PMI at highest 
level since August 2014 at 57.7

US corporate strength as 
measured by profitability has 

never been greater

Source: St Louis Fed, US Commerce Department, Institute of Supply Management. Jan 2017
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+ Lower Taxes
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Cut number of income tax brackets to 3 from 7 Cut number of income tax brackets to 3 from 7

Raise base level of income tax deductions, 
introduce cap on others

Raise base level of income tax deductions, 
eliminate all others except mortgage interest

Eliminate estate tax Eliminate estate tax

One-time repatriation tax of 10% on all profits 
held overseas

One-time repatriation tax of 8.75%

Not part of Trump tax plan before but now being 
incorporated

Create “Territorial System” (aka Border 
Adjustment Tax) to help exporters

Choose between 100% Capex write off in Year 1 or 
deducting interest payments, not both

100% Capex write off in Year 1

Cut corporation tax to 15% from 35% Cut corporation tax to 20%



+ Lower Regulation

Executive Order: Repeal two existing 
regulations for every new one. 

• Small Businesses
– 70% of US jobs at SMEs

• Financials
– Dodd-Frank repeal
– Volcker Rule relaxation

• Energy
– Approve Keystone and other 

pipelines

• Environment
– New head climate change skeptic
– Budget cuts likely

• Healthcare
– Speed FDA approval mechanism
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+ Infrastructure Spending
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• $1 trillion of infrastructure 
investments called for over 10 
year period
• Scaled back to $575 billion

pre-initiation
• Supported by Democrats

• Boost to US industries in related 
sectors
• Construction & Engineering
• Tools & Equipment (large and small)
• Materials, Steel, Copper

“We spend $6 trillion in the Middle 
East and we have potholes all over 
our highways and roads… so we’re 
going to take care of that.” 
Donald Trump speech to state governors at the 
White House, 27th Feb 2017.

Source: The White House

Trump’s team’s list of the first 50 projects leaked 24 Jan 2017



= Strong Growth
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• Deutsche Bank forecasts strong pick up in US 
GDP growth
• “While Trump introduces higher uncertainty, 

this is better than the near certainty of the 
continuation of a mediocre status quo.“

• 2017 GDP growth to rise to 2.4% and 2018 
to 3.6%

• IMF forecasts also rise but with a degree of 
caution
• "If a fiscally-driven demand increase collides 

with more rigid capacity constraints, a 
steeper path for interest rates will be 
necessary to contain inflation, the dollar will 
appreciate sharply, real growth will be lower, 
budget pressure will increase, and the U.S. 
current account deficit will widen“

• 2017 GDP growth will rise to 2.3% and 2018 
to 2.5%



Happy Stock Market
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1-Jan-16 8-Nov-16 20-Jan-17 1-Mar-17 Cumulative

SPX 2043.94 2139.56 2271.31 2395.96

Dow Jones 17425.03 18332.74 19827.25 21115.55

Nasdaq 5007.41 5193.49 5555.33 5904.03

SPX 4.68% 6.16% 5.49% 16.32%

Dow Jones 5.21% 8.15% 6.50% 19.86%

Nasdaq 3.72% 6.97% 6.28% 16.96%

8 Nov 2016
Election Day

20 Jan 2017
Inauguration 

Day

Data as of 2nd March 2017. 
Source Bloomberg



Not So Happy Bond Market
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US Treasury Yield Curves as at:
Current Date -- 3rd March 2017
Close 31st December 2015
Election Day 8th November 2016

US bond yields are little changed since the start of 2016 although the intervening periods 
have seen much price and yield volatility.

2 Year 5 Year 10 Year 30 Year
• 3 Mar 2017 1.31% 2.02% 2.47% 3.07%
• 8 Nov 2016 0.86% 1.33% 1.86% 2.62%
• 31 Dec 2015 1.05% 1.76% 2.27% 3.02%
Returns have therefore also seen much volatility particularly since the election:
• 12/31 – 11/8 +1.21% +3.44% +5.31% +9.77%
• 11/8 – 1/20 -0.29% -2.00% -4.13% -7.24%
• 1/20 – 3/3 -0.05% -0.13% -0.10% -0.51%
The prospect of a pro-growth new administration and its likely effect on inflation and bond 
yields is not a happy place for fixed income investors in 2017.

Data as of 3rd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



ROTATION
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Sector Rotation in Play

Both Global and US stock markets have shown positive performance YTD not only on the
back of the US presidential election but also global factors including India and China’s
improving economic performance and the OPEC agreement to cut oil production to boost
the price. At the same time, investors are taking profits and looking for other sectors that
have lagged in the general rally.

Energy looks to be the next sector ripe for rotation as it has lagged YTD.
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Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



Energy – Next Rotation?

Within the energy sector, Integrateds (e.g. Exxon), Drillers (e.g. Transocean) and
Exploration & Marketing (e.g. Apache) have sold off the most YTD. Sector positives:
• Looser regulations
• Corporation tax reform

• As an exporter, largely immune from border taxes

• Will benefit from OPEC’s production cuts in the drive to US energy self sufficiency.
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Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



Regional Rotation

Global stock market performance has been strong YTD with Emerging Markets,
particularly in Asia, showing strong returns in US dollar terms. China’s stronger
economic data along with strong GDP growth in India have powered this rally.
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Data as of 2nd March 2017. Source Bloomberg



PORTFOLIO POSITIONING

Most Favoured Sectors 
2017

Overweight
IT

Financials
Health Care

Energy

Neutral
Discretionary

Materials
Industrials

Underweight
Staples
Utilities
Telecom

Real Estate



Sector Overweights

Information Technology

• Trump proof
– Largely immune from 

missteps by the President

• High level of earnings 
growth

• Repatriation tax benefits
– IT sector has the largest cash 

hoards of any sector

• Competitive advantage
– The megacaps have wide 

economic moats

Financials

• Rising rates and steepening 
yield curve
– Improves net interest margin

• Lower regulation promised

• Biggest beneficiary of 
corporate tax reform
– Double digit EPS boost likely

• Strong balance sheets for 
US banks

• Reasonable valuations
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Sector Overweights

Health Care
• High level of earnings growth
• Benefit from demographics
• Less regulation promised

– FDA approval time to be 
speeded up

• Reasonable valuations
• Border Tax positive for 

Pharma/Biotech
• Repatriation tax benefits

– Large multi-nationals have built 
up large cash hoards outside 
the US potentially for M&A

Energy

• Lower regulation
– Keystone and other pipeline 

plans approved

• Border Tax favours US oil 
producers and service 
providers

• OPEC production cuts allow 
US producers to pick up 
slack
– Favours E&P and Drillers

• Rotation beneficiary
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Sector Neutral & Underweights

Neutral
• Discretionary

– Underperforms in rising rate 
environment

– Border tax unfavourable for 
importers (apparel, electronics)

– But O/W Internet Retailers 
(Amazon) and Media (Disney)

• Industrials
– Selective preferences in 

aerospace and defence

• Materials
– Small overall US sector
– But O/W Construction and 

Paper & Packaging

Underweight
• Staples

– Expensive valuations

– Lower top/bottom line growth

• Utilities
– Capital intensive in rising rate 

environment

– Regulated industry

• Telecom
– Commoditised industry

• Real Estate
– Rising rate environment 

detrimental to income payers
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Bonds and Currencies

Bonds
• Inflation priced in around 2% 

for some time
– Even with growing US economy 

and fiscal stimulus

• Fed Funds pricing in 90% 
chance of near term rate hike
– Poor environment for longer 

dated bonds in particular US 
Treasuries

– Favour floating rate notes

• High yield bonds trading like 
equity derivatives
– Growing economy, low default 

rates

Currencies
• Favour USD

– Border Tax USD positive

• Major currency moves 
versus USD appear to be 
over
– Euro and Remnimbi appear to 

have stabilised

– Continued USD strength 
versus GBP on Brexit missteps

• Hedge currencies
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BENCHMARKS

The S&P Global 1200 Index is a worldwide equity index representing 29 countries grouped in seven regional markets. The S&P Global 1200 Index was 
launched in 1997. The S&P Global 1200 Index represents about 70% of the world equity market. The S&P Global 1200 Index is weighted by 
market capitalization. The S&P Global 1200 Index is made of the following seven re-known indices: S&P 500 Index for the United States, 
S&P Europe 350 Index for Europe, S&P/TOPIX 150 Index for Japan, S&P/TSX 60 Index for Canada, S&P/ASX All Australian 50 Index for
Australia, S&P Asia 50 for Asia, S&P Latin America 40 for Latin America. The S&P Global 1200 Index is calculated in real time in US 
dollars using real time currency conversion for indices not traded in dollars. The S&P Global 1200 Index is reconstituted on an as needed 
basis by Index Committees which includes representatives of all exchanges representing the underlying indices of the S&P Global 1200 
Index.

S&P 500® is a trademark of The McGraw-Hill Companies. The  S&P 500® Index tracks the stock performance of 500 US companies across four 
industry groups.  It is a market-value weighted index with each stock's weight in the index proportionate to its market value.

This literature does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation for any securities offered by BIAS and cannot disclose all risks and significant 
elements of an investment therein.

Certain statements contained within this literature are forward looking statements including, but not limited to statements that are predications of or 
indicate future events, trends, plans or objectives. Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because by their nature they 
are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from projected results due to numerous 
factors, many of which are beyond our control.

Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon, are not 
guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

Registered Investment Advisor with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission.  Licensed to conduct investment business by The Bermuda 
Monetary Authority. Licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority to conduct investment business.

DisclaimerDisclaimer
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